


GUARANTEE

Will my mattress feel the same as the one I chose in the showroon 
There may be a 'settling' period of 4 to 8 weeks for a new mattress. Your mattress will consist of new  comfort 
layers , Therefore, these new materials require time to conform to your body shape and weight.

What happens if I experience a heat issue with my mattress?

If you are sleeping on a pillow top mattress, the comfort levels in the top of the mattress will conform to the shape of
 your body. The softer the comfort layers, the deeper you will sink into your mattress,trapping heat.

Should Should you experience a heat issue with your mattress, Sandman suggests a number of options.
cotton bed linen and woollen underlay's in conjunction with temperature reduction options in your home, 
such as fans and air-conditioning. Sandman can make alterations to the comfort layers 
(at a cost to you) to reduce the conformance of the mattress, increase its firmness and air ventilation.

What if my mattress has an odour when it is delivered?

Any odour you detect when your mattress if first delivered is generally a short term issue and should not last any 
longer than two weeks. If you continue to have concerns regarding the odour, we recommend you sprinkle 
bicarbonbicarbonate of soda on the mattress, leave for as long as possible, then vacuum off.
spraying the mattress with a fabric deodorizer may also assist.

Protecting  your Mattress
A mattress protector should be used to protect your  “Sandman” mattress from soiling .Vacuum regularly to
 remove dust.. If your mattress is on a slat base it is advisable to cover the slats with a layer of fabric such as a sheet
or blanket to protect against discolouration or abrasion from the slats.

Remove surface spills and stains immediately – do not use abrasives , use warm soapy water to spot clean your 
mattress but do not saturate your mattress . For hard to remove stains we recommend using a reputable cleaning
 company

This guarantee does not cover:
•A mattress or base that is not to your comfort preference ie; too firm or too soft
•A mattress or base that on inspection by Sandman is found to be stained or in an unsanitary condition
•Bent or broken legs and castors or base damage caused by not having leg and castors kept sufficiently tight
•Mattress damage caused by a sub-standard base where slats are more than 100mm apart
•Mattress damage caused by defective timber or metal slats
•M•Mattress damage caused by a base system that does not provide flat even support and adequate support in the centre 
•Normal wear and tear or damage caused by mishandling
•Abuse, misuse or negligence including bending, standing or jumping on the mattress or base


